
Returns On The Investment

Only a few years later, after I had fought my way back into a high school teaching 
position where I could work, once again, as I am best suited – with upper level students getting 
ready to graduate and head for college – a singularly unhappy administrator forced my return, for 
the day, back to that particularly chaotic middle school.  Having been trained through the horrific 
abuses of personnel shifting that modern-day good teachers only and always said yes?

 Indescribably relieved at being restored to a high school position, I had been trying, as 
best I knew, to keep the waters stilled.  Frequently I would look around and realize that not only 
was I one of the first to show up for the never-ending flow of continually ordered meetings?

I was often alone in having carried out the continually altering lineup of dictates.
However, in modern days; in days filled to the brim and overflowing with the heavy 

benevolence of an ever more aggressive and ever more punitive liability; in days where money-
seeking reformers increasingly depended upon finding a ready supply of a low-scoring school 
teacher blame – well, as it turned out?  

Educator rehabilitation was not, actually, a priority reform goal.  
In fact, as the test scores inside innovatively disrupted schools remained lucratively and 

unchangingly low, educator efforts to comply with orders of reform held little relevance.  So it 
was that, at this, my latest hard-won high school assignment?  

Whack-A-Mole champion Ms. Hart was able to make it decisively clear:
No matter my efforts?
Oh, she was not taken in; oh my, no, she was not pleased. 
She was, in fact, as Ms. Hart inevitably and always was:
Decidedly unhappy.
Illustrating an unmistakable displeasure at my much-too-independent, old-school, non-

orchestrated connection with students, Ms. Hart was well aware that through an assertion of the 
parental power now attached to a modern-day, top-down, don’t-talk-back authority – her job was 
not, by any stretch of the imagination, to optimistically support, but to alternately seek out and 
identify a bad teacher sedition.  Being, as I was, a clearly old-school experienced, self-confident 
and much too opinionated educator, oh undoubtedly I could learn a lesson, she now asserted, if 
sent back across town to that very middle school where I had only just survived a tumultuously 
disorganized year.  

I would be going there, she informed me now as a noted slap on the wrist:
To observe a good teacher.  
And by good? 
Oh, make no mistake about it, she meant: not me.
In a rush of adrenaline, stupidly I resisted.  I simply couldn’t grasp the point in leaving 

my own students – especially when we had only begun to study for semester finals – in order to 
sit passively inside the classroom of a teacher who, bless her heart, had only the year before been 
pushed out of her own high school teaching position and reassigned into that very middle school 
where I had so recently been subjected to a four-administrators-in-one-year chaos.  

I should have known better; resistance, no matter how rational?
Did not sit well with Ms. Hart.  
I was going.  
She had set it up.  
So, well: 



There.
After checking in at the middle school on the day of my forced observation, I was led 

down a long hallway and up two flights of stairs to finally end up at the classroom of a pleasantly 
gentle-voiced woman.  Although I appreciated the equanimity required for her to work through 
her day’s lesson with no less than five unanticipated and very loud P.A. announcements, I 
couldn’t help but notice that this good teacher – this good educator whom I had been so 
assertively sent across town to observe?  

Did not actually implement three of the five decidedly non-negotiable lesson plan 
elements which I had been unendingly told by Ms. Hart and the so many other  “experts” 
assigned to my heavily reformed building, a good teacher (oh, if I could only learn to be one) 
would absolutely employ.  When the bell rang to signal the end of her class, aware that like me 
she had been given no choice, I made a special effort to thank the teacher.  And then, intent upon 
recalling the most direct path back down toward the front office, I had only begun to wind my 
way through the halls when I felt an unexpected tap on my shoulder.  

“Ms Aech?” 
Turning, I found, wonder of wonders, a marvelously grown-up Shavonda.  No longer a 

heartrendingly skinny eighth-grader eternally popping her gum, but now an exceptionally 
attractive young woman.  “Miss,” she inquired shyly, “do you remember me?”  

Although it skipped briefly through my head that she was pretty hard to forget, reaching 
out in smiling readiness, I gave her a big hug. 

“Shavonda!  Oh my, but aren’t you grown up!”
“Ah, Miss,” she suggested, glancing down, and then up again, embarrassed. “I was kind 

of awful back then, wasn’t I?”
Sympathetically, I touched her arm.  
“Oh no, sweetheart,” I said. “You were just being thirteen.”
However, I thought, not saying it out loud: While you were caught up in being a 

desperately normal, sometimes sweet and often distractingly obnoxious eighth grade girl just 
aching for attention?  The detached invasions of accountability – those theoretically 
“compassionate” invasions which so recklessly refused any responsibly for implementing a long-
term, relationship-building, behavior-molding discipline:* 

Miserably and inexcusably failed you.
Two beguilingly pretty eyes looked back at me now, petitioning a release as this engaging 

girl posed an additional question: “But – we had a good year, Miss; didn’t we?”  
Surprisingly; now that it was behind me; now that it was over?  
“Yes,” I responded.  “Yes, Shavonda, we did.” 
Despite that impossible year’s almost unsurvivable lack of support from a hostile parade 

of reform-shifting administrators; despite the eternal, hurtful criticism coming almost daily from 
a defensively unhappy “innovative” personnel – as had happened each and every year of my 
teaching career, my protective herder-dog’s instinct had pushed me to invest myself in those 
children.  And, exactly as had happened each and every year that I had been privileged to teach?

It was, as it always was, the children, who somehow made everything, even inside a 
whirlingly unstoppable chaos, ultimately – and so rewardingly – worthwhile. 

*The increasing lack of interest on the part of “reform” to invest in the pay required for retaining long-term 
experienced administrators, advisors and counselors –  a patiently skilled personnel who recognize how to 



effectively employ the full array of interventions necessary for working with and long-term “developing” children – 
has led us to our now minimalist double feature solution: Blame the teacher, suspend the student.


